TRIESTE – 7 - 8 dicembre 2018
NAUTICA
BOLLETTINO N.1
1

INDICATIONS FOR THE RACING COURSE:

Gulf of Trieste, between Audace pier (in front of Unità d’Italia square), on the San Giusto
basin side, and the end of the seawall; the return has to be done passing by the inner side
of it. The distance of the race will be 7.480 meters long for the senior competitors and of
4.000 meters long for the master ones; with nine buoys including the one at the start. On
the way up the boats will have to remain external to the seawall, on the way back they will
stay in the inner side of it.
2.

PARKING AREA AND BOAT PARK

The boat trolleys’ parking spots (Filippi’s and clubs’) will be positioned in the Straulino large
square, between the shopping centre “Eataly” and the Yacht Club Adriaco, 50 meters from
the slides for the boats and 120 meters from the organizing society; minibuses,
competitors, judges and staff’s cars can also park inside the square, dedicated especially
for the three days event. The parking permission can be also requested by e-mail to the
SGTn.

3.

WEIGHT STATION

The weight is not expected for the coxswains.
4.

BOARDING AND DISEMBARKATION PIER

There are two of them on the seaside between the parking area and the SGTn inside the
port named “Sachetta”.
5.

TRAINING

Trainings and boat tests are not allowed

6.
CAPTAIN MEETING (Disp.ne 19.2 del Reg.to Coastal Rowing) and possible
REGATTA COUNCIL (artt. 19, 20, 21 del Reg-to organizzativo delle regate)
Friday the 7th at 5.30 PM at Società Ginnastica Triestina Nautica, Istria Pier 6

7.

SECURITY AND ASSISTANCE (Norms from 61 to 65):

There will be present, during all the distance of the race, an adequate number (4) of
motoring boats with a driver and helper for the rescue, ambulance on the ground and a
service doctor.
8.

AWARDING CEREMONY

At the end of the race, approximately at 5.30 PM, at the conference hall of Lega Navale
Italiana, Brothers Bandiera Pier 9, 400 meters from SGTn. It will follow a buffet for the
competitors, at 7.00 PM circa, at the ex Faro restaurant, now Lanterna, which has the
same address as the conference hall.
9.

RACE PROGRAM

Since there is no need for the qualifications, all the finals will be held on Saturday unifying
the thee master’s categories (not for the awarding ceremony) in single races starting at
8.30 AM and finishing, with the last start, at 2.30 PM. The expected sequence will be:
C2x Senior W; C1x Senior M; C4x+ Master Mix; C2x Master W; C2x Master M; C1x
Master M; C4x+ Master W; C2x Senior M; C4x+ Master M; C2x Senior Mix; C2x Master
Mix.
The C1x Master W race has been cancelled for the lack of subscriptions.
In case of bad weather the races could be modified on the distance and be reduced of
length
10.

PENALITY TABLE

False start (non-collective)……………………………………………………………120 sec
Interference (due severity)……………………………………………………….15-30 sec
Serious collision.…………………………………………………………………60 sec
Boarding (slight)….……………………………………………………………...30 sec
Warnings....………………………………………………………(Yellow card) 10 sec

Slight infraction of the circulation rules………………………….…(yellow card) 30 sec

11.

RACING COURSE PLANIMETRY

12.

DISTANCES AND COORDINATES

13.
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